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   Song: Wonderful Life
Artist: Zendaya
 Album: Smallfoot (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) (2018)

[Intro]
F

[Verse 1]
F                               Dm
Take a look around and see the world we think we know
Bb
Then look closer
         F                                   Dm
There s more to life than meets the eye, a beauty to behold
     Bb                       Dm        Bb                        F
It s all much bigger than we know, it s only just beginning to unfold
    Bb
So, let it all unfold

[Chorus]
F               Dm
Far beyond all reason in your mind
Bb                           Bb
There s a world mysterious, there for you to find
F                    Dm
All these questions that we always have
Bb                             Bb
All we are is curious, there s nothing wrong with that
    Dm  Em  F  Am      Bb        Dm  Em  F  Am      Bb
So, go  round every corner, search every part of the sky
        Dm  Em  F  Am      Bb                         Dm  Em  F  Am      Bb
 Cause a life that s full of wonder, is a wonderful life ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh

Dm  Em  F  C     Bb
Ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh

Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb

[Verse 2]
F                                 Dm
Dig beneath the surface, find the lessons there to learn
     Bb      Bb



And then dig deeper
F                                Dm
Feed your intuition, don t leave any stone unturned
Bb                    Dm        Bb                         Dm
Be the seeker of the truth, listen when you hear it calling you
    Bb
You know it s calling you

[Chorus 2]
F               Dm
Far beyond all reason in your mind
Bb                           Bb
There s a world mysterious, there for you to find
F                    Dm
All these questions that we always have
Bb                             Bb
All we are is curious, there s nothing wrong with that
   Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb        Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb
So, go  round every corner, search every part of the sky
         Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb
 Cause a life that s full of wonder
                    Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb
Is a wonderful life ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb
ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
                    Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb
Is a wonderful life ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh
                    Dm  Em  F  Am     Bb
Is a wonderful life ooh ooh ooh ooh ooh

[Outro]
        Dm      F    Bb
And the answers are far away
      Bb          Bb
Look closer, look closer
      Bb           Bb
Look closer, look closer 


